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"Let D be a group of prime order.
"

for which discrete log and DDAis hard.

Whatgroups do cryptographers actuallyuse?

Group Review
Agroup (4,.) is a set 4 with a distinguished
element1 I called the identity) and a closed, associative

binaryoperation:GXPXDsuch that

FacD, b=D, a.b =b.a =1 (inverses)

kat6,a.1 =1.a =c lidatity)

Additionally, a group can be:

abelian:it is commutative,

Fa,beD, a.b =ba.

cyclic:if EgeD ("generator"S.t. 4=E9%, 91, .
. .

.,g(4)- 13

MATH Fact:Prime order groups are abelian and cyclic!

Subgroup:a subset1H24 5.t. (IH, · is also
a group, where is the natural restriction.

Order:the size of141 or the leastexponent(4 s.t. hit 1.



Classic examples of prime order groups are:

- (Xp,H): additive group ofintegers modp
-a prime order subgroup of 14p*,.
·often p is a Sophie-Germain prime (also called

"safe") of the form p=29+1
A
prine

Discrete Log (4, 9)
FPPTA, Pr/x= Y:**PA(D,9,g7 = neg((x)

·Play is triviallyeasyfor (p, H
faster than

*
Iindec

For (p,"), the bestknown algorithm is the General

Number Field Sieve which runs in 28(logps) (subexponatial time).
- For X=128 bits ofsecurity, Ip1=3072 bits
- In 2019, record was a 1p1=793 bits

-Group operations are expensive:requires arithmetic mod

a 3072 bitprime
Desire:we would like a group that

has an efficientgroup operation

DLoy, LDH, or DDItis hard nextclass
I

has additional structure pairings useful forcryptography



History of Elliptic Curves

ECs are objects with deep connections to number theory and geometry.
Diophantus, a greekmathematician in 3rdcentury AD was interested

in the setof rational points EQ*Q such thatf(x,y) =0,

for biraale poly 5. In gaeral, finding rational pointon

plane curves can be incrediblyhard.

* Fermatwrote "Fermat's LastThm" in the margins of

Arithmetica (the series written byDirphants on this subject)
* Andrew Wiles/Richard Taylow would later prove FLT

using ECs - a popular book written aboutthis bySimon Singh
In book 4 of Arithmetica, there was an excercise to

find rational points satisfying y2
=x3-x +9.

Easy points 10, 13), (1, 13), (-1,131

(1,3)

(- 1, -3)

y=3x

Given these easypoints, can we derive other
rational points?



Elliptic Curves

an elliptic curve is a smooth plane curve
defined byan equation ofthe form

y
z
=x+Ax +B (shortWeierstrass form)

for A, B =Q.

(y2 =x-x +9)

Acurve is smooth ifithas no cups, self

intersections, or isolated points.

cannotbe:

Sk
Thus, we restrictA and B such thatthe discriminat

of the curve, A = -16(4a +27b") =0.



#goal:Given some points on the elliptic curve,
can we enumerate other points?(Diophantus)
keyObservations
· An elliptic curve is symmetric: ifa point(X,Y)
is on the curve so is (X,-y).

Lines tangentto the curve atthe x-axis are

vertical (slope y'=3is a when y
=0

· Aline intersecting two points P,
=

(X,, y,), P2 = (X2, yz)

on the curve mustintersect the curve ata third point
P3 =(X), Ys) (ignoring vertical lines) [Chord Method]

- Suppose y=mxth guesthrough P., P2.

x
(x,y) The equation (mx+b)2=x

3
+Ax + B

has three roots x,, X2, Xs giving

...---
~

· us the three points.

procedure to derive new Q points
I

(X,-y)
· Draw a line between two points
on the curve

Sneak Peek
· Obtainthe pointof intersection

gives us
-flip the pointacross the X

on associative
gewate axis toobtain a new non-collinear point.



Elliptic Curve Group
What we justsaw is a procedure to take two points
P1 and P2 on an elliptic curve and derive a new

pointP3 on the curve. If we denote this operation A,
P1P2=P3, is the operation a group operation with the
setofpoints being the group?

NotQuite!
We didn'thandle vertical lines nor adding pointstothemselves.
- Adding pointsto themselves can be handled byconsideringthe line

tangent to the curve ofthatpoint.
-Vertical lines requires a distinguished elementcalled the point
of infinityto be added tothe group!

For an elliptic curve, E:y
=x+ Ax+B, we define

a group E(Q): =E03 UE (x, y) c & l y 2 =x+Ax+B3 with

#defined as follows:(also define - (x,y) =(x, -x) (

↳yes:PI/P2

- If P1 =0, then PIAP2 =P2. Symmetrically, ifP2 =0.
- Else, ifP1=-P2 (the flip), P/AP2 =0.

- Else, define

↑capeteSiitpipe surethee



IfP, P2, x y
=x2 -x, -x3, yy

=x(X, -xy) -XI.

IfP, =P2, X3 =xP -2x,, yy =x(X, - xs)
- 41.

In
often called doubling case.

Does this satisfythe properties of a group?

Identity.O W

Inverses:2 (the flip point

Associativity:V (a lotof manual algebra toprovel

Great! Can we do cryptographynow?
Issues:

-Rationals don'thave finite representations. This makes
secure implementation had since we donthandle infinite precision.

- had to calculate exactorder

How can we obtain a finite group ofprime order
using the theoryofelliptic curves?



EC over Finite Fields

Fp =Up, we will refer to asa base field.

Let p>3 be a prime. An elliptic curve E defined over

a finite field Ip CE/Fp) is an equation

y
2
=x3 +ax +b

where a,be Ip 3.t. 4a3+ 27b 2 F0.

this condition (the discriminant) avoids singularities

· ECIp) is the setof points (x, y) tIp satisfying the equation
and the special pointat infinity0.
·Schoof has all running OClog(py) to getIECApell.

W

Example:E/I,:y
2
=x

3
+4x +4, lE(F)l=11

Here we have a prime order group!
Note:When moving from rationals tofinitefields, the

properties of the addition laws needs tobereproven.

This is done with a lotof algebra.



DLoy in EC Groups

Let E/Fp be an EC and ECIp) bette group ofpoints. Further,
Let P be a pointin ECEp) ofprime order & (Ip1=1a1 inbits)

qP: =PHP/ ... HDP =0
un
a times

P mustgenerate a prime order subgroup (50,9,29, ..., (9-13P3, 1) ofECIp).

The play problem is given P, GP for random & c[p), calculate 2.

For mostECs, the bestblog attacks are of (59). This means
for x=128 bits, the group needs to be size 22. The group operation

involves arithmetic modulo a 256-bitprime which is much faster

than kpY.) with similar securitylevels.PFIECHS) =P
· There are exceptions in which Blog is easy:

· when I E(Fp)1=p, itis possible to map points to the additive group
of Ip ( "SMART "Attack)

· When I ECIp)) divides pP-1 for small B IMOU attack)

In practice, we standardize ECs (P256, Curre23S19, etc) to
A

use thatavoids common pitfalls. I twist secure

- either we choose an EC Drama about parameter selection
whose group is alreadya prime or picka prime order subgroup.



EfficientImplementation ofEC operations

·Reviewing the elliptic curve group operation,
the calculation of the slope requires a field inversion

x = Sixinversion
· Afield inversion is much more expensive than a field

addition or multiplication. Requires running a variant of

He extended ecolide algo. 9 to40 times a field mult

(pratically)
can we avoid field inversions when adding points?

Jacobia Coordinates

Idea:We can "accumulate"our divisions by storing on additional

element.

Let (X=y: z) represent an affine point(EE).

Affine toJacobian: (X,y) + (X:Y:1),

Jacobim i Affine:(X:Y:E) I(E, Es)
Notice thatwhen we convertto Jacobian coordinates we lose

uniqueness. In particular, E(t2X, tx,t) ( tt F3 all denote

the same affire point(X,Y).

Simmly, 0 + E2t2:t:0) 1t #3 (i.e.z
=0)



Doubling Formula for Jacobia coordinates

Doubling a Jacobian (X:y:z)

X =3x,
+
A xi =xP -2x,, yy =x(X, - xs)

- Y)

24

Substitute (E,Es) intoaffine formulas,

A =3(Er)2+A
-

3x +Az*
- 2Yz

2(s)

, 3 affine coords

Notice 4Y2z=(2Yz), 843z3 =(2Yz)3.

Thus, the Jacobia coords of doubly (X:Y: z) is (2, D,24z).
-calculation of C, D require onlya small number of

field add/field mults

Butch Conversion
· To convertJacobia cords toaffine, we need toperform an

inversion (X:Y:z) $ (E,Es), suffices toinvertz and then

calc (E)? (E).
· Naively, to converta Jacobim points to a affire points, he

require a inversions. However, he can butch inversions!



Batch Inversion

we want toinvertfield elts, Z., ..., En.

·
· Compute table of partial products
P: =[Z,, Z,zz , . . . ., Zizz... En I

I I
· Invertz,zz.... In as Ii:=-Z,Zz...En In

· En=I,n'Pn=E.znZ, .... En-
· In,n=I,En=+Z,Zz...En-1
· En=I,mPa-z and so on

Inverting nects requires I inversion, O(n) mults

Diagram
z, Zz Ez . ...

Zrz En-i En
↓

-↓ I
- I

Z Er--n - 1



Wrapping Up
·ECs used widelyfor PK crypto
· ECs are much more efficientin practice than using subgroups
of (2p,.) atsimilar securitylevels
ECs have algebraic structure thatenable manyapplications

-

pairings (identitybased encryption, eff sings...(

·mostcrypto libraries do notexpose the group operations
of ECs for safety


